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EDUCATION                                                                                 
09/2012-07/2016 Undergraduate majoring in Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, College of 

Engineering (CENG), China Agricultural University (CAU), Beijing, China 

GPA:3.91/4.0; Rank: 1/43   

09/2016-     MS in Robotics, McCormick School, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, America 

AWARDS                                                                                          
09/2015 Excellent Student Award with Scholarship, CAU   

09/2013-07/2015 Excellent Student Award in Academics Grade 1 with Scholarship, CAU, three times  

08/2015 The 3
rd

 prize of Freescale Cup of North China                                                             

03/2015 The Honorable Mention for Mathematical Contest in Modeling (MCM) (America)                        

11/2014 The First Award of Beijing University Students Performance about Chinese Music 

Chamber Orchestra Competition (Beijing)     

09/2014 The 3
rd

 prize in NEAR Speak Out for Engineering Competition (Asian-Pacific region)                  

09/2013-07/2014 Excellent Student Award granted by the Ministry of Education with Scholarship, China, 

twice 

Excellent Student Award, CAU, twice                                                    

09/2013 School Outstanding Members                                         

06/2013 National Computer Rank examination Certificate of Level 2(C Program) (China)                 

08/2013 The Solver Award of Chinese National Music Alliance‟s International Chinese Music 

Chamber Orchestra Competition (The world)                                                               

RESEARCH EXPERIENCES                                                                          

2014/05-2015/05 Team leader and designer, project “Freescale Cup: Intelligent Car Racing (electromagnetism 

group)”, North China, Beijing, China 

 Won the 3
rd

 prize of Freescale Cup: Intelligent Car Racing(electromagnetism group) of North China region 

Mathematical Research: 

 Individually improved adaptive PID algorithm with adaptive coefficient to 1m/s. The algorithm worked 

well to maintain the velocity steadily 

 Individually improved adaptive PD algorithm by: 1) dividing the control condition into 8 sections for right 

and left turns with independent threshold based on the value captured by sensors; 2) introducing 16 

different adaptive coefficients to those 16 sections. The algorithm worked well to improve the stability and 

accuracy of turning angle of steering engine 

 Promoted a more stable and accurate controlling method of the intelligent car by : 1). used filter function to 

capture 30 value groups by sensors ; 2). used Matlab to fit a function with these value, concluded the 

regulation of value and relative distance deviation ; 3). used fuzzy control theory to separate 16 segments 

with adaptive coefficients to control deflection angle of steering engine  

Hands-on Work: 

  Distributed tasks for other 3 team members and scheduled the whole process of this program with limited 

time 

 Coded the main controlling program on controlling the intelligent car (mainly about motor and steering 

engine) in different situations like straightaway, curve and cross track guided by electrical wires at the 

CodeWarrior of XS128 platform 

 Individually solved technical problems rapidly and accurately, like the sudden stop of motor, the oscillation 
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of the reed switch and the absent measured value of encoder  

2015/10-    The only team member, project „Emotional classification of online Chinese micro-blog 

article‟, Tsinghua National Laboratory for Information Science and Technology, Tsinghua 

University, Beijing, China 

 Divided sentences into terms, analyzed terms‟ properties and syntactic dependency by LTP-Cloud with Java 

 Learned word vectors by word2vec for croups 

 Extracted words‟ features like nouns, adjectives, adverbs and verbs, and extracted sentences‟ structure 

features like ATT, ADV and so on with python. Processed these features considering the word: no. 

 Represented corpus by matching word vectors with features, and trained the labeled vector document by 

SVM
Perf

 to separately do predictions for words‟ features and sentences‟ structure features 

 Combined the predictions of words features and that of sentences‟ structure features together by learning 

weight and threshold, which improved accuracy about 15% for only training words‟ features  

 Used SVM Binary Classification method to classify „surprise‟ and „afraid‟, and used SVM One Versus One 

method to multi-classify „sad‟, „angry‟, „happy‟ and „disgust‟ , and the highest accuracy is 94% 

2014/11- 2015/09  Team member, project “Music Information Retrieval: the emotion classification of Erhu 

performers” Renming University of China, Beijing, China  

 Proposed a new research direction about MIR to improve the accuracy for the music emotion classification 

for Erhu(traditional Chinese string instruments) from 61.8% to 70.2%. The method was about multimodal 

fusion, which combined actions (hand movement feature: velocity of the bow and move distance of the bow) 

of music performers and audio data  

 Collected performance dataset (video) about Erhu performers for about 7200 seconds with more than 5000 

usable seconds. Annotated all the dataset manually into 4 emotions (happy, sad, lyrical and passionate) 

Searched papers about music emotion retrieval, multimodal fusion and psychology influence of postures 

2014/05-2015/05 Team leader and designer, project “Indoor Orientation and Navigation System based on 

RFID technology” of Beijing Innovation Program, Beijing, China   

 Designed the method of orientation and navigation with three fixed points and one moving point (sensor), 

and designed a method to expand the area of orientation from one equilateral triangle (one unit) to the 

whole area (a network) 

 Organized the team(3) and managed the progress of different people by distributing task for other team 

members and scheduling the whole process of this project 

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES                                                                       
09/2012-09/2014 Joined the Chinese Orchestra of CAU and performed more than 5 performances in CAU, 

especially performed for high school students in Xi‟an Province as an Erhu performer   

09/2013-09/2014 Accountant of the orchestra    

09/2014 Investigated the promotion of democracy at the grass-roots level, Zhangjiakou, Hebei         

09/2014 Volunteer of International Commission of Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering             

09/2012-09/2014  Volunteer of teaching, cleaning library and helping pupils             

09/2012-09/2013  Member of Student Union of Engineering College 

 Organized debate competitions and a speech competition successfully 

09/2012-09/2013 League Branch Secretary 

 Organized and planned activities of classmates and presented the outcome to teachers. 

SKILLS                                                                                        

 Master use: MS Office package and associated software, Computer Programming Language C, Solidworks, 

AutoCAD, CodeWarrior, Kiel 4, Proteus, Python, Linux 

 Know about: Matlab, Labview, VS2010, VB 

HOBBIES                                                                                        

 Erhu, Walking, Photography, Concerts  


